RIVAL 2.0 | ELITE TECHNICAL RACING SUIT

Designed for competitive athletes with a balance between compression, support, and flexibility to lock and lift the hips into perfect body alignment.

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

Rival 2.0 features a new, proprietary fabric called Shield-Tech™. Developed using a unique weave-method, Shield-Tech™ provides the suit with a perfect combination of durability and flexibility. The fabric’s surface retains a very small amount of water, creating a shield-like effect and reducing friction. Designed in California at the FINIS Stroke Lab.

**COLOR WAYS & STYLES**

- **BLACK**
  - Closed Back (040.101)
  - Open Back (033.101)
  - JAMMER (130.101)

- **OLIVIA (WHITE)**
  - Closed Back (040.141)
  - Open Back (033.101)
  - JAMMER (130.101)

- **ANTHONY (TEAL)**
  - Open Back (033.235)
  - JAMMER (130.235)

- **JAMES (BLUE)**
  - Open Back (033.218)
  - JAMMER (130.218)

**THIS SUIT IS MADE FOR THE WATER**

The fabric’s surface retains a very small amount of water, creating a shield-like effect and reducing friction beading effect we all love.

**ELITE FIT**

Designed during hands-on fit sessions with FINIS Olympians Anthony Ervin, Olivia Smoliga and James Guy.

**MADE WITH SHIELD-TECH™ PROPRIETARY FABRIC**

This suit is tough! Made with multidirectional stretch properties to move with your body such as the hips and chest.

**COMPRESSIVE CHEST PREVENTS AIR POCKETS**

Vertical chest seam prevents air pockets and the fabric cutout beneath the chest provides breathing room of the outer fabric.

**COMPRESSION IN THE RIGHT AREAS**

Compression placed in areas to conform and streamline the body, thus reducing drag.

**EVERY SEAM HAS A REASON**

Seams are placed to complement and strengthen the fabrics, while enhancing compression in adjacent areas.